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Abstract: This paper proposes a new forecasting method for a marketing decision model. To 
support the modeling process, a fuzzy expert system was designed to determine whether a 
new product should enter the market. The fuzzy expert system based model presenting of a 
new product to the market at the best time will provide an advantage to the companies in 
competitive environment and increase their share of the market. In the final stage of this 
framework, algorithms for building fuzzy expert systems are explained and applied to a case 
study. The proposed method was tested with an actual data load of product life cycle.  
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Introduction 
 

Real-world decision-making is much too complex, unc ertain and imprecise to lend itself to precise, 
prescriptive analysis. It is this realization that underlies the rapidly growing shift from convention al techniques 
of decision analysis to technologies based on fuzzy  logic. Fuzzy logic was originally proposed as a me ans of 
representing uncertainty and formalizing qualitativ e concepts that have no precise boundaries. So far,  of fuzzy 
logic has gained much more attention in engineering  applications than in business and finance applicat ions, but 
an even larger potential exists in the latter field s (Facchinetti et al., 2003 & Yavuz et al.).  

Fuzzy logic is an excellent way to combine Artifici al Intelligence methods (Zadeh, 1993). Fuzzy set 
theory and fuzzy logic provide a general method for  handling uncertain and vague information, which 
unfortunately are unavoidable in many real world de cision-making processes (Frantti & Mahonen, 2001). Fuzzy 
logic avoids the abrupt change from one discrete ou tput state to another when the input is changed onl y 
marginally. This is achieved by a quantization of v ariables into membership functions (Herrmann, 1995) .  

Expert systems were designed to reason through know ledge to solve problems using the same methods 
that humans use. A fuzzy expert system is an expert  system that utilizes fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic to  overcome 
some of the problems which occur when the data prov ided by the user are vague or incomplete.  

In this paper, we illustrate that the fuzzy approac h may be useful in industrial economics. In particu lar, a 
fuzzy expert system has been adapted for product li fe cycle management. The well-known product life cy cle 
approach describes the changing features of markets  during their evolution. It may therefore serve as a 
theoretical framework within which market changes c an be explained (Klepper & Graddy, 1990).  To suppo rt the 
decision process, a fuzzy expert system was designe d to determine whether to enter of a new product in to the 
market. Finally, when operating the fuzzy expert sy stem, three different deductions can be made: the p reservation 
of the present status, the introduction of the new product to the market and the withdrawal of the pro duct from the 
market. 

The organization of this paper is organized as foll ows: Section 2 briefly summarizes the basic princip les 
of the product life cycle. Section 3 provides an ov erview of the Fuzzy expert systems. In section 4 (t he main part 
of this paper), the major modeling issues of the st udy are examined, based on a fuzzy expert system. T his paper 
concludes with a summary of the findings and direct ions for future research. 
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Product Life Cycle 
 

All products and services have certain life cycles.  Life cycle refers to the period from the product’s  first 
launch into the market until its final withdrawal. The life cycle is split up in phases.  Since an inc rease in profits 
is the major goal of a company that introduces a pr oduct into a market, the product’s life cycle manag ement is 
very important (Komninos, 2002). New product failur es may occur because of an overestimation of market  size, 
product design problems, Incorrectly positioned, pr iced or advertised products, costs of product devel opment and 
/ or  competitive actions (Kotler & Armstrong, 2001 ). 

Although the life cycle varies in accordance with t he product and sector base, the product’s life cycl e – 
period usually consists of five major phases as sho wn in (Fig. 1). The first period is the product dev elopment 
phase, the second period is the entrance phase, the  third period is the growth phase, the fourth perio d is the 
maturity phase and the fifth period is the satisfac tion phase. The product development phase begins wh en a 
company finds and develops a new product idea. The entrance phase is the period of a product’s present ation to 
the market and the effort spent for its acceptance.  Generally, this is the period of catching up at pa r point. The 
growth phase is the best step, where the product ha s reached its maximum profit and has been through i ts 
brightest period. In the maturity phase, problems g radually arise up and in sales start to decrease. D espite this 
sales decrease, companies try to keep their sales h igh by using other marketing activities, called sal es efforts. In 
that period increase in sales like jumping sales (c omb tooth) occur. It is generally agreed that innov ation, 
performance, and competition depend significantly o n the maturity of the markets (Dosi, 1997).  The Sa tisfaction 
phase is the period that the companies prefer not t o be in because they will start to lose in a while.   

During the maturity period, significant changes are  made in the way that the product is behaving in th e 
market. Presentation of a new product to the market  at the best time will provide an advantage to comp eting 
companies and increase their share of the market (L eenders & Wierenga, 2002).  

 

 
Figure 1: Life cycle period of a new product 

 
In the conventional product life cycle, introductio n of a new product to the market corresponds point "A" 

in (Fig. 1) (http://www.otterbein.edu/home/fac/brcc bly/courses/ images/plc.gif). When a company comes to this 
point at the end of the maturity period, it has to choose one of these alternatives: new product, new market, or 
withdrawal of goods from the market, so as not to e nter into the 5-th period.  

As shown in Point "A" (McDonald, 1995) the existing  system is considered to be late for the new produc t 
to enter the market. This point is the period in wh ich the company withstands a number of costs called  other 
sales efforts (promotion, excess goods, discount, e tc.) to keep the sales active. It is plain to see f rom a review of 
the conventional life cycle that profit has started  to fall in spite of the increase in sales. 

The proposed system attempts to determine the point  specified as point "A" in (Fig. 1) by means of the  
expert system. In this proposed structure, point "A " can be taken to an earlier time than in the exist ing policies. In 
the operation of the system, product life cycle mat urity period characteristics will be reviewed and e fforts will be 
made to determine the most suitable time for presen tation of the product to the market by evaluating t he factors 
called as macro and micro market indicators. 

There are some major product life cycle management techniques that can be used to optimize a product’s  
revenues in respect to its position in a market and  its life cycle. These techniques are mainly market ing or 
management strategies that are used by most compani es worldwide and include the know-how of product 
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upgrade, replacement and termination.  
Nevertheless, a product manager must know how to re cognize which phase of its life cycle a product is 

in, regardless of the problems in the model discuss ed above. To do that, a good method is the one whic h follows 
(Komninos, 2002):  

a.  Collection of information about the product’s behav ior over a period at least of 3–5 years.  (Informat ion 
will include price, units sold, profit margins, ret urn of investment – ROI, market share and value). 

b.  Analysis of competitor short-term strategies (analy sis of new products emerging into the market and 
competitor-announced plans about production increas e, plant upgrade and product promotion). 

c.  Analysis of the number of competitors in respect of  market share. 
d.  Collection of information of the life cycle of simi lar products that will help to estimate the life cy cle of 

new products. 
e.  Estimation of sales volume for 3 – 5 years from pro duct launch. 
f.  Estimation of the total costs compared to the total  sales for 3 – 5 years after product launch 

(development, production, promotion costs).  
Strategies that must be applied as soon as the phas e of product life cycle is recognized are given in the 

(Tab. 1) (Komninos, 2002). 
 

 Product 
Development 

Phase 

Entrance 
Phase 

Growth 
Phase 

Maturity  
Phase 

Satisfaction  
Phase 

Strategic Goal Make your 
product 
known and 
establish a 
test period 

Acquire a strong 
market position 

Maintain your market 
position and build on 
it 

Defend market 
position from 
competitors and 
improve your 
product 

“Milk” all remaining 
profits from product 

Competition Almost not 
there 

Early entry of 
aggressive 
competitors into the 
market 

Price and distribution 
channel pressure  

Establishment of 
competitive 
environment 

Some competitors are 
already withdrawing 

Product Limited 
number of 
variations 

Introduction of 
product variations 
and models 

Improvement – 
upgrade of product 
 

Price decrease 
 

Variations and 
models that are not 
profitable are 
withdrawn 

Price Goal High sales to 
middle men 

Aggressive price 
policy (decrease) for 
sales increase 

Re-estimation of 
price policy 

Defensive price 
policy 

Maintain price level 
for small profit 

Promotion Creation of 
public-market 
product 
awareness 

Reinforcement of 
product awareness 
and preference 

Reinforcement of 
middle men  

Maintain loyal to 
middle men 

Gradual decrease 
 

Goal Exclusive 
and selective 
distribution 
through 
certain 
distribution 
channels and 
creation of 
high profit 
margins for 
middle men 

General and 
reinforced 
distribution through 
all distribution 
channels available 

General and 
reinforced 
distribution with good 
supply to the middle 
men but with low 
margins of profit for 
them 

General and 
reinforced 
distribution with 
good supply to the 
middle men but with 
low margins of profit 
for them 

Withdrawal from 
most channels of 
distribution except 
those used in the 
development phase 
 

Table 1: Strategies of each product life cycle phas e 

 
 

Fuzzy Expert Systems 
 
A fuzzy expert system is an expert system that util izes fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic to overcome some of  the 

problems which occur when the data provided by the user are vague and incomplete.  It consists of a fuzzification 
module, an inference engine, a fuzzy rule base and a defuzzification module. The fuzzification module pre-
processes the input values submitted to the fuzzy e xpert system.  

 
 

 
 
 

Crisp inputs 

  x1  x2  .  .  .   xn 

Fuzzification 
Subsystem 

Fuzzy inference 
engine Fuzzy Rule Base 

Defuzzification 

. . . 
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Figure 2: Structure of the fuzzy expert system 
 
The inference engine uses the results of the fuzzif ication module and accesses the fuzzy rules in the fuzzy 

rule base to infer what intermediate and output val ues to produce. The final output of the fuzzy exper t system is 
provided by the defuzzification module. The structu re of the developed system is shown in (Fig. 2). Th is 
structure is common for fuzzy inference systems.  
 
 

Developed Marketing Decision Model 
 

In this study, a new marketing decision model was d eveloped, whose structure identifies the fuzzy logi c 
inference flow from the input variables to the outp ut variables. The fuzzification in the input interf aces translates 
analog inputs into fuzzy values. The fuzzy inferenc e takes place in rule blocks, which contain the lin guistic 
control rules. The outputs of these rule blocks are  linguistic variables. The defuzzification in the o utput 
interfaces translates them into analog variables. T he decision tree of the model is shown in (Fig. 3).  
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Figure 3: Decision tree of the model 
 

(Fig. 4) shows the entire structure of this fuzzy s ystem including input interfaces, rule blocks and o utput 
interfaces. The connecting lines symbolize the data  flow. 

The fuzzification method, “Compute membership funct ion (MBF)”, is the standard fuzzification method 
used in almost all applications. This method only s tores the definition points of the membership funct ions in the 
generated code and computes the fuzzification at ru ntime.  

For output variables, different defuzzification met hods exist as well. The most often used method is 
center-of-maximum (“CoM”), which delivers the best compromise of the firing rules (Von Altrock, 1997; 
Bojadziev & Bojadziev, 1997). 

In (Fig. 4), the rule block of the structure of the  fuzzy logic system is shown. This block contains t he rules 
of the system describing the control strategy. Rule  blocks contain the control strategy of a fuzzy log ic system. 
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Figure 4: Structure of the fuzzy logic system 

 
Each rule block confines all the rules for the same  context. A context is defined by the same input an d 

output variables of the rules. The ‘IF' part of the  rules’ describe the situation for which the rules are designed. 
The ‘THEN’ part describes the response of the fuzzy  system in this situation. The degree of support (D oS) is 
used to weigh each rule according to its importance , which ranges from zero to one.  

Global market indicators, overall economic situatio n and legal and political circumstances prevailing in 
the market are the factors reviewed. The fuzzy expe rt rules of the global market can be sum marized in (Tab. 2). 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Rules of the rule block “RuleBlockGlobalMa rket” 
 
The target market indicator factors are a renewal o f the product and manufacture point. Manufacture po int 

is the comparison of performance of the products an d its rivals. The result of this review reveals the  probability 
that performance of the product can be lower or hig her than or equal to that of the closest rival prod uct. The 
condition of “manufacture point” has three conditio n domain factors: 

m.p. < c.m.p. ,  m.p. = c.m.p. and m.p. > c.m.p.   
Above, “m.p.” is the manufacture point of our produ ct, “c.m.p.” is the manufacture point of the 

competitor’s product. The Fuzzy expert rules in the  target market are summarized in (Tab. 3). 
 

 
IF    THEN 

Manufacture point AND Renewal  Target market 

Mp<cmp  not_ok  Wait 

Mp<cmp  Ok  Medium 
Mp=cmp  not_ok  Wait 
Mp=cmp  Ok  Impulsive 
Mp>cmp  not_ok  Medium 
Mp>cmp  Ok  Impulsive 

Table 3: Rules of the rule block “RuleBlockTargetMa rket” 
 
The factors of manufacture indicators are “competit ion”, “other selling efforts” and “proportional 

increase in sales”. The most striking signs of the maturity stage are a decrease in competition, rival s’ 
introduction of new products to different market se ctor and construction of existing market. The fuzzy  expert 
rules of “manufacture” can be summarized in product ion rules in (Tab. 4). 

IF  THEN 
Economic cond. AND Political circums.  Global market 

Negative  Negative  Pessimistic 
Negative  Ineffective  Pessimistic 
Negative  Positive  Pessimistic 

Ineffective  Negative  Pessimistic 
Ineffective  Ineffective  Pessimistic 
Ineffective  Positive  Optimistic 
Positive  Negative  Pessimistic 
Positive  Ineffective  Optimistic 
Positive  Positive  Optimistic 
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IF  THEN 

Competition AND Other selling efforts AND Prop. increase in sells  Manufacture 
Decreased  Decreased  Decreased  Poor 
Decreased  Decreased  Increased  Good 
Decreased  Increased  Decreased  Good 
Decreased  Increased  Increased  Very good 
Increased  Decreased  Decreased  Good 
Increased  Decreased  Increased  Very good 
Increased  Increased  Decreased  Very good 
Increased  Increased  Increased  Very good 

Table 4: Rules of the rule block “RuleBlockManufact ure” 
 

 
As a result of a sales rates' decrease, a company w ill initiate other sales efforts to increase sales.  These 

efforts will escalate the cost of other sales effor ts. Thus, the profit rate will drop because a big p ortion of the 
profit is used to finance other sales efforts. The fuzzy expert rules in the “Performance” can be summ arized in 
the production rules in (Tab. 5) and (Tab. 6) shows  the summary of the project. 

 
IF  THEN 

Global market AND Manufacture AND Target market  Performance 
Pessimistic  Poor  Wait  Bad 
Pessimistic  Poor  Medium  Bad 
Pessimistic  Poor  Impulsive  Passive 
Pessimistic  Good  Wait  Bad 
Pessimistic  Good  Medium  Passive 
Pessimistic  Good  Impulsive  Passive 
Pessimistic  Very good  Wait  Passive 
Pessimistic  Very good  Medium  Passive 
Pessimistic  Very good  Impulsive  Active 
Optimistic  Poor  Wait  Passive 
Optimistic  Poor  Medium  Passive 
Optimistic  Poor  Impulsive  Active 
Optimistic  Good  Wait  Passive 
Optimistic  Good  Medium  Active 
Optimistic  Good  Impulsive  Active 
Optimistic  Very good  Wait  Active 
Optimistic  Very good  Medium  Active 
Optimistic  Very good  Impulsive  Active 

Table 5: Rules of the rule block “RuleBlockPerforma nce” 
 
 

 Input 
Variables 

Output 
Variables 

Intermediate 
Variables 

Rule Blocks Rules Membership 
Functions 

Global Market 2 1 1 1 9 6 
Manufacture 3 1 1 1 8 7 
Target Market 2 1 1 1 6 5 
Performance 7 1 3 1 18 3 
Result 7 1 3 4 41 21 

Table 6: Summary of project 
 
As a result of operating the expert system, three d ifferent deductions can be made: preservation of th e 

present status, introduction of a new product to th e market and the withdrawal of the product from the  market, i.e.: 
If PERFOR MANCE = Active Then “Preserve the present status” 
If PERFOR MANCE = Passive Then “Introduce the new pr oduct to the market” 
If PERFOR MANCE = Bad Then “Withdraw the product fro m market” 

 
 

Results 
 
The fuzzy expert system-based marketing decision mo del, which defines the product life cycle, was 

implemented in an automated knowledge base. Our mod el was constructed using FuzzyTech as an expert sys tem 
development tool for determining product life cycle . The Product life cycle maturity period characteri stics were 
reviewed and efforts were made to determine whether  to introduce the product into the market or not. A s a result 
of operating the expert system, three different ded uctions can be made: “preservation of the present s tatus”, 
“introduction of the new product to the market” and  “withdrawal of the product from the market”. 
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Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we propose a way to deal with produc t life cycle management. This new idea is to 
reproduce what fuzzy expert system does when they h ave to decide a new product’s market entering time.   

Values taken by these reviewed factors are interpre ted by means of the fuzzy expert system and the bes t 
decision for the company is made. As a result of th e study, the most suitable time for introduction of  the product 
to the market can be determined, instead of withsta nding the costs of other sales efforts and losing p rofit or 
risking the loss of market share during the product 's maturity period.  

In further research, to get a most realistic model,  it is possible to add quantitative parameters to m odel 
such as production per unit time, wasting machine h ours, labor hours, and raw material. Besides, to ad apting this 
model to real life, general rules should be extende d. For example, to define political circumstances o f the target 
society, new rules set can be added to model. 
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